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Contents:
ch. 2. Sport in Colonial America: Documents: King James I identifies lawful sports in England, 1618 -- Restrictive Sabbath statutes of Colonial Massachusetts, 1658 -- A Henrico County, Virginia, horse race contract, 1698 -- An Englishman's positive impressions of Virginia racing, 1772 -- Elkanah Watson's misgivings on cockfighting, 1787 -- George Catlin describes a Choctaw lacrosse match, c. 1830s. Essays: The cultural significance of gambling among the gentry of Virginia / Timothy H. Breen -- The sporting life in Puritan America / Nancy Struna -- Further reading. --
The chapter covers documents such as; Jackie Robinson on the Struggles of His First Spring Training, 1946; Harry Edwards Reviews the Making of the Black Athletic Revolt, 1967; and Jules Tygiel, “A Lone Negro in the Game: Jackie Robinson’s Rookie Season.” However, a text that was especially interesting to me in chapter 13 was the interview with Muhammad Ali. It was eye opening and brought into perspective the hardships that people of color went through during this period. Riess, S. A. (20 January 2014). Major Problems in American Sport History (2 ed.). United States of America: Wadsworth Publishing Co Inc. Do you need an Original High Quality Academic Custom Essay? Share. Tweet.